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On the basis of Article 138 paragraph 1 of the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia (Official Gazette 
of RS, No. 98/06), pursuant to Article 1 paragraph 2 of the Law on the Protector of Citizens (Official 
Gazette of RS, Nos 79/05 and 54/07), in the procedure of controlling the legality and regularity of 
work of the District Court in Subotica of the Directorate for Execution of Penitentiary Sanctions of 
the Ministry of Justice, launched upon own initiative, the Protector of Citizens hereby 
 

 
 

E S T A B L I S H E S 
 

 
 
There is an irregularity in the work of the District Prison in Subotica of the Directorate for 
Execution of Penitentiary Sanctions of the Ministry of Justice, consisting of the violation of the 
right of persons deprived of liberty to spend at least two hours a day of leisure time outside of 
the closed prison premises because there is no sufficient “walking space” within the prison 
premises. 
 
Based on the identified deficiencies in work, the Protector of Citizens gives to the District Prison in 
Subotica of the Directorate for Execution of Penitentiary Sanctions of the Ministry of Justice the 
following:  
 

 

 
 

R E C O M M A N D A T I O N 
 
 
 

The District Prison in Subotica of the Directorate for Execution of Penitentiary Sanctions of the 
Ministry of Justice shall create conditions for the exercise of the right of persons deprived of 
liberty to spend at least two hours a day of leisure time outside of the closed prison premises, 
by partitioning the existing yard to create two “walking spaces”.  
 
The District Prison in Subotica of the Directorate for Execution of Penitentiary Sanctions of the 
Ministry of Justice shall inform the Protector of Citizens on the implementation of this 
Recommendation within 60 days of receiving it.  
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R a t i o n a l e: 
 
 
The Protector of Citizens, within his authority referred to in Article 22 of the Law on the Protector 
of Citizens, in the procedure of continuous and systemic collection, verification and processing of 
data concerning persons deprived of liberty, visited the District Prison in Subotica, the first time in 
July 2010 and the second time in November 2011. 
 
During the first visit, it was established that the persons deprived of liberty were not enabled to 
spend at least two hours a day of leisure time outside of the closed prison premises. More 
precisely, based on the conversation with the prison staff and the conversation with the persons 
deprived of liberty that were met on the spot, it was established that the persons deprived of 
liberty spend outside of the closed premises, in leisure time, less than one hour a day. It was also 
noticed that in the District Prison in Subotica there is no sufficient “walking space“, corresponding 
to the number of persons deprived of liberty and specific requirements for their separation.  
 
On 29 December 2010, the Protector of Citizens sent to the Directorate for Execution of 
Penitentiary Sanctions of the Ministry of Justice a Recommendation No. 12-2612/10 suggesting to 
enable the persons deprived of liberty in the District Prison in Belgrade, the District Prison in Novi 
Sad, the District Prison in Pаnčеvo, the District Prison in Subоtica, the District Prison in Zrеnjаnin, 
the District Prison in Nоvi Pаzаr, the District Prison in Krušеvac, the District Prison in Prоkuplјe, 
the Penitentiary-Correctional Institution in Sоmbоr, the Penitentiary-Correctional Institution in 
Niš and the Penitentiary-Correctional Institution in Ćupriјa, to spend at least two hours a day of 
leisure time outside of the closed premises. 
 
On 9 February 2011, the Directorate for Execution of Penitentiary Sanctions of the Ministry of 
Justice informed the Protector of Citizens that all the Institutions were acquainted with the 
Recommendation and that they were instructed to act accordingly. The letter also states that the 
Directorate for Execution of Penitentiary Sanctions of the Ministry of Justice was informed by the 
District Prison in Subоtica that they were planning to construct, as soon as possible, a wall that 
would separate the existing courtyard to two parts in order to be able to successfully organise 
walking, i. e. staying in the open air in several groups.  
 
On 7 November 2011, the Protector of Citizens carried out the second control visit to the District 
Prison in Subotica and established that the existing courtyard was not partitioned and learned 
from the conversation with the staff and with the persons deprived of liberty that the persons 
deprived of liberty continued spending less than one hour a day outside of the closed premises. 
 
Article 68 of the Law on the Execution of Criminal Sanctions (Official Gazette of RS, Nos 85/05, 
72/09 and 31/11) stipulates that the prisoners are entitled to spend at least two hours each day in 
the open air during leisure time. In connection therewith, Article 47 paragraph 1 of the Rulebook 
on House Rules in Penitentiary-Correctional Institutions and District Prisons (Official Gazette of RS, 
No. 72/10) specifies that the institution must enable the prisoner to spend at least two hours each 
day in the open air during leisure time.  
 
Article 214 of the Law on the Execution of Criminal Sanctions provides that the sentence of 
imprisonment which is ordered for a misdemeanour shall be executed pursuant to the provisions 
of this Law, unless otherwise provided, while Article 66 of the Rulebook on House Rules in 
Penitentiary-Correctional Institutions and District Prisons stipulates that the provisions of that 
Rulebook shall apply accordingly to the persons imprisoned for misdemeanours, unless otherwise 
provided by a special regulation.  
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Article 239 paragraph 1 of the Law on the Execution of Criminal Sanctions stipulates that a detainee 
is remanded in the penal institution under same conditions as a prisoner, unless otherwise 
provided by the Criminal Procedure Code, while Article 149 paragraph 2 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code (Official Journal of FRY, Nos 70/2001 and 68/2002 and Official Gazette of RS, Nos 
58/2004, 85/2005, 115/2005, 85/2005 – state law, 49/2007, 20/2009 - state law 72/2009 and 
76/2010) provides that a detainee shall be enabled to move in the open air at least two hours a day.  
 
The European Prison Rules provide that the prison regime should allow all prisoners to spend out 
of their cells as much time as necessary for the adequate level of human and social interaction. It is 
emphasised that the prisons conditions that violate human rights cannot be justified with the lack 
of material resources. 
 
The best practice example is found in the District Prison in Novi Pazar, where, after the Protector 
of Citizen’s visit and the proposed measures as well as the Recommendation No. 12-2612/10 of 29 
December 2010, the two “walking spaces” were formed in the existing courtyard, by which the 
conditions were created for the persons deprived of liberty to spend two hours each day in the 
open air during their leisure time. 
 
The Protector of Citizens believes that in the District Prison in Subotica of the Directorate for 
Execution of Penitentiary Sanctions of the Ministry of Justice, the right of persons deprived of 
liberty to spend at least two hours a day of leisure time outside of the closed prison premises has 
been violated. 
 
The Protector of Citizens is aware of the problems coped with by the institutions, such as 
overcrowding, lack of financial resources, insufficient number of employees and above all, the 
insufficient number of “walking spaces”. However, it does not justify the violation of the right 
of persons deprived of liberty established by the Law. 
 
All competent authorities are obliged to adhere to the Constitution and laws in their work and 
to implement directly the human rights standards guaranteed by the generally accepted rules of 
international law. Any derogation from the applicable regulations may lead to, and in this case 
it does lead, to the violation of the rights of persons deprived of liberty.  

 
To that end, the District Prison in Subotica of the Directorate for Execution of Penitentiary 
Sanctions of the Ministry of Justice, will partition the existing courtyard and form two 
“walking spaces”, which will allow better organisation and enable the persons deprived of 
liberty to spend at least two hours each day in the open air during leisure time. 
 
Having established all relevant facts, the Protector of Citizens, by applying Article 31 paragraph 2 
of the Law on the Protector of Citizens, identified the violation of citizens’ rights and gave a 
recommendation to the responsible administration bodies for the rectification of identified 
deficiencies in their work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DEPUTY PROTECTOR OF CITIZENS 
 
 

Мilоš Јаnkоvić 


